C&D Recycling Partners
Used Battery Collection and Recycling Program

C&D Technologies, Inc. has formed a network of strategic alliances to support the Revert Pb nation-wide battery recycling program. The Revert Pb program gives our customers a convenient and environmentally compliant method for dispositioning and recycling their spent Lead Acid batteries. Spent lead acid batteries can be picked up directly from customer sites or from consolidation storage areas, and shipped via our network of licensed hazardous materials carriers directly to EPA-certified smelters. No scrap dealers or battery brokers are involved. C&D’s strategic recycling partners have all been approved through our environmental auditing program which takes into consideration the following major factors: financial stability, environmental regulations/compliance, health and safety compliance, performance, and facility management.

C&D’s major recycling partners include RSR and Doe Run. They operate world class facilities with approved RCRA Part B permits and employ the latest battery dismantling and separating technologies. Doe Run and RSR have maintained an excellent relationship with regulating agencies and a consistent history of employee safety and environmental stewardship. These facilities are equipped to recycle industrial batteries, both VLA (Vented Lead Acid), and VRLA (Valve Regulated Lead Acid) batteries on-site under closed, controlled conditions.

We strongly feel that C&D’s partners present the lowest future environmental liability risks within the North American market.

C&D’s partner facilities also have aggressive reuse and recycle programs for the recoverable materials in batteries other than the lead. Materials such as sulfuric acid and plastics are treated for reuse within the facility or elsewhere within the industry. In turn, this means reduced exposure to waste disposal through a true revert process where your old batteries are effectively recycling into your new C&D batteries.

The C&D team is focused on ensuring the Revert Pb program offers world-class service that is responsive to your needs, while still maintaining the required high level of security and environmental compliance. The program is in place and available immediately for your use. If you have any questions about this program, please call 1-800-543-8630, Ext 309 or email usedbatteries@cdtechno.com